
What happened in term 1? 

In term 1 our topic was superheroes. 

Week 1 This week was all about helping children settle in.  We introduced the class rules - we have 

kind hands, we have listening ears, adults can help.  We designed our own superhero capes using 

loose parts and printed superhero towers using blocks. 

Week 2 This week we began to look at our class book, to learn the names of our classmates.  This 

has also helped us to learn the initial sounds of our names and we sing a song for each name e.g. 

Sam’s name begins with s,s,s,s,s,s,s, Sam’s name begins with S, S for Sam.    

Week 3 We went on a listening walk and explored the school grounds.  We listened to the story of 

Superworm by Julia Donaldson.  We followed instructions to position a string worm in on 

top/inside/next to a plant pot.   

Week 4 We looked at some musical instruments and learnt their names.  We had two sets of 

instruments that we used to play a game – someone would play on instrument inside a box and we 

had to see if we could find the instrument which made the same sound.  We also looked at real life 

superheroes – such as policemen, firemen.  We arranged 2D shapes to make a fire engine and found 

a small number of coins from a group.   

Week 5 We looked at our Super bodies – naming body parts, making a skeleton, looking at different 

types of fruit and vegetable.  This week, Reverend Eleanor talked to us about harvest; we made 

some bread and explored paint with vegetables.  In maths we counted the spots on a dice and found 

that number of counters.  We looked for our name cards from a group of 3 and had a go a tracing 

over/copying the letters. 

Week 6 We read the story of Supertato and created our own by adding facial features and a belt and 

cape to a potato.  We tasted different fruits and talked about likes and dislikes in food.  Exploring 

pumpkins was a favourite activity - we talked about the colour, weight, smell and then the children 

practised using a hammer to tap golf tees into the pumpkin.  The children used the sand timer to 

take it in turns to use the hammer.    

Week 7 In maths we looked at a maths wheel, counting how many animals were in each segment 

and adding a peg with the matching numeral.  We learnt about divali, the festival of lights.  We made 

diva lamps and listened to the story of Rama and Sita.   

 


